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Abstract:
In literature, Social marketing has different classifications. Lefebvre
(2011) distinguishes between Developed Countries, where the main
goal is the behaviour change and Developing Countries where the focus
is on products/services. Jeff French (2010) makes a distinction between
the culture of social marketing in North America and that in the United
Kingdom.

The model of solidarity, compulsory and with the income-related cost of
coverage shows better performances and outcomes. In regards to the
USA, the data can be partly mitigated by the Obama Care.
Other indicators confirm the results obtained from a model that,
unfortunately, in many countries is attacked: for instance, PYLL (the
potential years of life lost) (fig. 3), the overweight and obesity among
adults (fig. 4) (OECD Health Data 2011), or health inequalities.
Fig. 3

We propose considering the differences in financing: in universal public
health systems, paid largely from taxation, a priority setting which
involves all the social actors is necessary, and the Public Sector is
responsible for “Social Good”. Where the health system is based on
social insurance, this determines what “Social Good” is. In addition to
this organizational division between the individualistic model and the
model of solidarity, the complexity that characterizes the contemporary
world obliges us to consider additional factors, such as the type of
choice with respect to the coverage (mandatory or voluntary) and the
quantification of the cost for the citizen (linked to health risk, to income
or fixed).
Social marketing should be classified as a method, or as an instrument,
that can be used to reach the specific Social Good that every
community has established in line with the main features of the Health
System.
This can lead to different results in terms of population health, as
evidenced by specific outcome indicators. We could consider the Life
expectancy at birth, especially if compared to GDP per capita (fig. 1)
and to health spending per capita (fig. 2) (OECD Health Data 2011).
Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 4

While recognizing that the public health workers have become
increasingly fragmented into disciplinary silos (experts about tobacco,
alcohol, nutrition or sexual health), Hastings (2012), citing Rayner and
Lang (2012), has recently raised the issue of an auspicable greater
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Fig. 6
“presence” of the public health movement in the public discourse about
health. This arises from the need to counteract the action of
stakeholders such as multinational corporations, lobby groups, citizens,
social groups, professionals. All these compete to get on the public
agenda and to influence each other. From the model for transformative
social marketing of Lefebvre (2012), one can argue that the values that
are inserted into the matrix that determines the public good differ
subject to subject, and that a balance between the positions is crucial to
the final outcome. In the end, to achieve specific behavioral goals we
need to keep in mind the context and the policies of each singular
community. The keys questions are: Who decides what social good is
and How?
Ridde (2007) distinguishes among three existing processes: public
health, community health, and health promotion. Public health and
community health share a common objective, to improve the health of
the population. In order to achieve this objective, public health uses a
technocratic process whereas community health uses a participatory
one. Health promotion, on the other hand, aims to reduce social
inequalities in health through an empowerment process.

Fig. 7

Combining these theoretical assumptions and the premise made on
health systems, the search for integration and synergies is the only
sustainable path for the Countries with a model of solidarity. Studies and
research in health promotion practice demonstrate that this field is
codified and organized, that the basis for plans and actions are largely
investigated. The model of Goodstat (2007) is a clear frame of this:
socioeconomic determinants of health, values, evidence, theory,
strategies (as social marketing) and action areas are integrated in a
logical system.
A right organization is necessary to pursue the social good. The model
adopted in Modena, at the address of the Region of Emilia-Romagna, is
the Local Plan “Communication & Health promotion”. This model aims
to integrate the distinction from issues, the positions of the Social
Subjects and professionals.
The path starts from the definition of the priorities, objectives and
activities and then the outcome must be evaluated (fig. 5)
Fig. 5

The model has three levels of responsibility: technical, political and
managerial (fig.7). Technical responsibilty is of the health professionals,
the political responsibility is of the Mayors and the managerial
responsibilty is of the councillors. The professionals of health suggest
the priorities, the mayors evaluate and approve and the councillors
implement the activities.
In the Local Plan “Communication & Health promotion”, the technical
Coordination, that acts on the basis of the strategic decisions of Mayors,
brings together four main project groups: alcohol, smoking, nutrition and
movement, HIV / AIDS prevention. At the operational social marketing
level, the health goals with respect to changing behavior are pursued
through specific initiatives by theme, but also through transverse
programs, which exploit all the opportunities that the community of
Modena offers (see in this respect the citizen’s perspective for which
safe alcohol use and safe sex, two issues being often very closely
associated in actual decision-making and subsequent behaviours, need
to be handled as a single issue among the same target group, as
French 2012 hopes).
The Partners / stakeholders contribute to the social construction of
health by helping to define health priorities and realizing the activities
and evaluating the results. This method ensures the sharing of visions,
goals and policies.

Specific Documents point out the epidemiological status of the
community, the priorities shared by the civic society and the results
obtained. The Community Health Profile is at the base of this system,
defining what is changing (environment, births, immigration, chronic
diseases, etc.) for those who have to decide what to do, what health
policies to plan.
After defining the objectives, three strategies can be adopted: health
education, social marketing and regulatory action (fig. 6). Each one
useful in specific conditions and with defined targets. Alternative
strategies are useful in other specific conditions and with defined
targets.

One of the most important contributions that partners give to our plan of
health promotion is the possibility to reach the target audience:
• When we spoke about environmental protection to children, we
used the popular cartoon, the Gormiti.
• To promote physical activities with teenagers, we collaborated with
the Italian Olympic Committee.
• HIV prevention for people between 25-40, we collaborated with a
famous Italian band, Subsonica.
• When we supported the prevention of female cancers, the
international dancer Natalia Titova very effectively spread the
right message.
Speaking about evaluation, the Local Health Plan shows the priorities
and the Mission Report, written by the Local Health Unit, summarizes
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how the public funds have been spent and what goals have been
achieved. Other Documents, as PASSI (Progresses in the Local Health
Units for Health in Italy), highlight the epidemiological trends (alcohol
consumption, smoking, obesity and overweight data, etc.). This step is
essential for the social accountability of the public health institutions.
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